SPEED CHIEFING

APPD Forum for Chief Residents
April 5, 2017
Agenda

- Introduction
- Small group discussion at tables
- Report-outs
- Wrap-up
Logistics

• Roll call:
  • Solo chiefs
  • Medicine Pediatrics Chiefs
  • Senior/ third year chiefs

• Separate into groups at tables
  • Solo chiefs, Medicine Pediatrics chiefs, and senior chiefs at one table and do not rotate
  • Remaining chiefs diversify geographically among tables

• 6 discussion topics
  • 10 minutes each table
  • Graduating chiefs rotate after each small group discussion

• Large group for report-outs and wrap-up
Topics for discussion

• Mediating conflict
• Scheduling
• Chiefs as Teachers
• Resident Education
• Professional Development
• Work-Life Balance
TIME TO ROTATE
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Mediating Conflict

• Between residents

• Between residents and faculty
Mediating Conflict

• Between a resident and yourself/co-chief
• Between yourself and faculty
• Between yourself and your PD/chair
Scheduling

- Factors to consider in order to prioritize requests
- Sudden schedule changes that impact other residents
Scheduling

- Managing inappropriate requests
Chiefs as Teachers

- New role of attending and preceptor
- Being expected to “know it all”
- Engaging learners
Resident Education

- Chief rounds/chief conferences
- Balancing with other didactic/education sessions
- Changing your conference/didactic sessions/structure
Resident Education

- Evaluations by residents
Professional Development

- Prioritizing your own professional goals
- Finding time
- Working with your PD and co-chief
Work-Life Balance

- Protecting free time
- Balancing with your co-chief
- Maintaining friendships with residents
THANK YOU!!